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ALTITUDE: the digital
control that will leave
the competition far behind
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Are Houses
“Too Tight”?

Great news for you and your customers: in August, Venmar have
introduced a new state-of-the-art digital wall control that will leave
our competitors saying: “Oh no! Venmar did it again.’’ This unique
product (the ALTITUDE, part # 40440) has a slim-line design that
features a large 2 x 3-inch LCD screen with blue or green backlight
selection, making this control the most aesthetic addition to your
product portfolio.

How to read a serial number
We often receive calls asking us if a
unit is still under warranty or simply
to know how to read the serial
number. Here is a detailed explanation of how to do so.
Since 1993, the serial number has
been made up of 13 alphanumeric
characters.
For example: 9R070502306234.
9R: The 9 represents the production line and the R identifies the
unit model. This one is the
Constructo 1.5.
07: These two numbers correspond
to the version of the unit. They are
used to indicate a change in service
part or an assembly modification.
05: The last two numbers of the
production year. In this case, 2005.

What’s more, the ALTITUDE is featuring advanced functions to help
dealers sell the ultimate experience in home comfort at a touch
of a button. In addition to all the expected features found in our
current Ultima control, this exclusive new control is featuring a combination of two key
functions: first, a completely automatic optimizer mode called the SMART mode and
second, for the more hands-on customer, a fully programmable mode.
The state-of-the-art SMART mode was designed to completely eliminate the headache
associated with explaining to consumers how to optimize their ventilation parameters. By
pressing the Smart button, the SMART mode will automatically start measuring indoor and
outdoor environmental conditions (temperature and RH %), using this information to adjust
ventilation levels and keep the home fresh and at its most optimal humidity level. When
connected to our soon-to-be-released Moisture Control Interface Module (MCIM), the
SMART mode will be able to automatically trigger most central dehumidification or humidification models to turn on and off.
The 5/2 programmable mode, our second key feature, will also provide simplicity by offering weekday and weekend preset values for up to four periods a day. Since energy costs
are becoming a priority for most consumers, it is important to offer a solution to address
this issue. Reducing ventilation during periods of low activity in the house or during peak
hours is a simple way for consumers to save money, making their choice to upgrade to ALTITUDE a sound decision. What’s more, in order to automatically cut cooling or heating costs,
consumers will also be able to decide the temperature thresholds at which the air exchanger will turn off, once again increasing the ease of use of our air exchangers.

Many HVAC contractors know about the
Natural Resources Canada ecoENERGY
Retrofit program that is driving interest in
replacing inefficient furnaces, adding insulation, replacing windows and doing air sealing. The program also provides incentives
for adding heat recovery ventilators.
However, I continue to hear energy evaluators and contractors cautioning homeowners about making houses “too tight” and
thereby “having” to put in an HRV. Even the
popular Mike Holmes from the “Holmes on
Homes” cable TV show gets this basic
building science message wrong. Insulated
wall and attic assemblies need to be very air
tight for insulation to work properly and to
avoid moisture-laden air from entering the
cavities and causing condensation problems. But houses need to be ventilated to
ensure healthy air for occupants.

02: The month of production.
06234: A numerical series for our
database.
Other examples:
9S: Constructo 2.0
9P: Solo 1.5
9Q: Solo 2.0
9E: HE 1.8

9M: Duo 1.4
9O: Duo 1.2
9N: Duo 1.9
9F: HE 2.6

To summarize, all of the units produced have the same serial number
format. We have started to use a
letter as the first character because
we ran out of numbers. The serial
numbers for the new Constructo
1.5 units now start with the letter C
instead of the number 9.
For example: CR01080213452.
If you have any questions, you can
contact us at any time.

Here is a summary of the ALTITUDE’s features:
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Thank you, and good ventilation!
Jean Pothier
Senior Technician and Trainer
Technical Support
1-800-649-0372 ext. 3535
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SMART MODE
Automatically controls ventilation to maximize homeowner’s comfort
Uses indoor/outdoor humidity level and temperature to modulate ventilation
Optimizes ventilation, thus reducing energy costs
Triggers humidification or dehumidification when MCIM installed
With a simple touch of a button, provides peace of mind for all
OTHER OPERATING MODES AND FEATURES
Backward compatibility with most equipment currently using the Supra or the Ultima control
Programmable, to optimize the energy-efficiency of your ventilation system
Standard pre-reset values that values that should fit most of your customer’s needs
and lifestyle.
Slim design (1” depth)
Filter maintenance indicator
Clock protection against power outages (4 hours without batteries)
Mounts easily on drywall or over an electrical box
Accepts standard four-wire YRGB entry connection
Error code messages make it easy to troubleshoot over the phone, saving time and
increasing customer satisfaction

Gerry Gagnon
Product and Market Manager IAQ
819-477-6226 ext. 3480
gagnong@venmar.ca

We therefore need tight building envelopes
in houses that are well ventilated. It is not
possible to make building envelopes “just
tight enough.” If you do get the question
from builders, homeowners or TV show
hosts, try this: take out a one-inch drill and
ask them how many holes they would like
you to drill through their house and where
they would like them.
What we really want is to control natural
leakage in houses by making wall and attic
assemblies as tight as possible. This saves a
huge amount of energy, prevents drafts,
insects, dust and noise from entering and
ensures that insulated cavities will not be
full of condensation. Then we want to add
back small amounts of controlled ventilation air matched to the needs of occupants.
HRVs and ERVs, of course, do this quietly,
comfortably and more controllably at a fraction of the cost of opening windows or turning on exhaust fans. In fact, once you install
a properly sized heat recovery ventilation
system, the homeowner can go ahead and
make their house as tight as they want without fear of air quality or moisture issues;
ventilate right, so you can build tight. This is
the lesson learned from over 25 years of
Canadian building science research when it
comes to providing the most energyefficient and healthy homes possible.
Gord Cooke
Special Contributor
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